
Mersey T&O Registrar Teaching Feedback Summary 

Thank you for giving your time to organise and deliver a teaching session for Mersey T&O trainees.
Please find your feedback from the session detailed below:

Date: 13/10/2017
Topic: Diabetic Foot

Number Attended: 27

Quantitative Feedback Scored from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent)
Average Minimum Maximum

Overall Session Score: 4.7 4 5

Speaker 1: Mr Wood / Miss Jackson Presenter Knowlage: 4.8 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.6 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.7 4 5

Speaker 2: Mr Frank Crewdson Presenter Knowlage: 4.8 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.5 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.6 4 5

Speaker 3: CCC session and cases Presenter Knowlage: 4.8 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.6 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.7 4 5

Qualitative Feedback
What were the good points? What could be imporved?
Very interactive session. Excellent Satisfied with approach
Good coverage of Charcot and diabetic foot. Good presentation style. Good pretending Nothing. Was very informative and useful
Extensive talk and good information about diabetic foot management Nil
Charcot bingo is always informative and interactive. Great way to learn. 
Really useful presentation on orthoses. Good cases Nothing

Great organisation
Thanks for pre-reading
Great to have cases

Nothing - brilliant session!

Interactive quiz
Pre reading papers are very educational More clinical cases

Cases at the end of the session was excellent More time on management of the acute hot diabetic foot
Really good cases Nothing
Excellent session.Great balance between didactic and interactive.
Franks session was invaluable. 
Clinical sessions a great way to consolidate

More time on cases

Good overview of diabetic feet and charcot. 
Great pre-reading materials and linked well to clinical cases. Too much time spent on orthotics and casting, useful but ate into the clinical cases.

Very good interactive teaching session with a lot of cases discussed. 
Group review of patients was excellent for learning. Shorter time spent on the casting session.

Excellent mix of didactic, skills, case based sessions 
Presession reading - sent well in advance, concise and informative Nil

Pre-reading was useful, knowledge was consolidated throughout the session. 
Well structured very useful interesting session by Frank. No improvements to suggest. 

This was a much improved session to the one we had 2 years ago. 

Very good interactive teaching Nil
Charcot bingo, cases Nothing
Discussion Plaster room session
Excellent talk on orthotics. Would like more in the future on devices for
Other foot and ankle conditions

Tried to cram too much on to today. 
Separate clinical day would be good to give more time/patients  to examine and discuss

Pre-reading was excellent - bingo was fun. 
Cases were very goos but felt a little rushed at the end The orthotics talk could have expanded to all orthotics, not just diabetic related.  

really useful to go over the orthotics and inlays na
Interactive No
Clinical cases and Charcot good for cbd and interaction None 

Range of topics covered and good to do cases at the end 
Bingo style was not helpful so early on.
Some early didactic information to introduce concepts would be 

Charcot bingo was an excellent learning tool Shorter talk on appliances 
very well structured
excellent presentation
Miss Jackson was outstanding
Very good presentation from Orthotics and Plaster technitians

-

Learnt a lot in Orthotic talk. Thank you Some more case based discussion.
Really enjoyed Chacot Bingo
Cases were very useful Not a lot really

If you would like further information please email the 58 society webmaster - David Hawkes (daveh_11@yahoo.co.uk)


